October is Bike/Hike Month

"On the Bike/Hike activity, whether folks are bikers, hikers, keep track of their October miles...OR simply wear the shirt throughout the year, they might keep in mind that this year's T-shirt has a memorial touch by displaying a fireman and "hero" figure in honor of Brad Martin who we grieve daily as a W/NP member who has been a giant of a person in serving all of W/NP programs. Everyone should purchase a shirt in honor of Brad and wear it or give it proudly to honor this person who has made W/NP progress in so many ways they are immeasurable. Brad stands as one to emulate in all we do as our W/NP future unfolds." - W/NP Volunteer

Sign up here or...

come by the W/NP office (Wisconsin and Nicaragua), or pick up the shirt at the next WI warehouse packing day on Thursday, Oct. 17

Special thanks to our event sponsors from Wisconsin AND Nicaragua! We couldn't do this without you, your support is much appreciated!

Therapy Dressing Project training

In Nicaragua, the treatment of sequelae in burned adult patients is limited, for these people who suffer from burns, commonly handle them with corticosteroids or simply tell them to resign. Due to this need, Wisconsin/ Nicaragua Partners has looked for ways to make compressive clothing in a self-taught way.

Therefore, it was proposed to implement designs and care of compressive garments for burned adult patients in the W/NP Managua office,
UWSP Student Chapter

**Mission Statement** Our goal is to promote the good work of the nonprofit organization Wisconsin Nicaragua Partners of the Americas, Inc. W/NP has been located on the campus of UWSP for 27 years. Our student chapter strives to inspire others to become productive long-lasting community service leaders. We firmly believe that by encouraging a commitment to civic participation we improve the lives of families living in Nicaragua. Our student chapter actively participates in numerous fundraising activities and volunteer projects in order to support the good work of W/NP.

Click here for newsletter

---

Thank you, we made the 2019 list!

A special thank you to everyone who has shared their experiences with W/NP!

Reviews are always welcome and appreciated.

[Link to read or write reviews](#)

---

**Upcoming events**

Oct 17 Warehouse Packing Day

[More info...](#)

Oct 16-17 Small City Conference at UW-Stevens Point

Oct 21 Scoopie Night Appleton

---

Nicaragua. Click here to read more....